Analysis of Pancasila Values on Narrative Composition Material in Primary Schools
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Abstract: Intention of this research, that is to know: (1) the infinite value in composition of narasi student; (2) human value in composition of narasi student; (3) association value in composition of narasi student; (4) nationality value in composition of narasi student; and (5) justice value in composition of narasi student. Data obtained from (1) compose composition of narasi interview and this research conclude that class student 4 in SDN Pandanwangi 3 Malang from 35 student have shown 233 five principles value which included in composition of narasi which have made of.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Education represent important matter which must have by each; every human being, even education have started to be inculcated by old fellow since in content. Education is the effort and conciousness of planned to realize atmosphere learn and study process so that/to be educative participant actively develop self potency to have the power of religious spiritual, self control, personality, intellgence, august behavior, and also needed by skill is self, society, state and nation.

Development of self potency can be maximized to pass/through education when someone have started to go through formal education bench, education of national is to education which pursuant to Five Principles and Constitution State Republic of Indonesia Year 1945 taking root at religion values, culture of Indonesia national and listen carefully to demand change of epoch.

Value Five Principles represent a hand in glove value of its bearing with everyday life. Five Principles alone represent Indonesian nation ideology, namely about meaning live and values determining flat flatly how human being have to live and act. Indonesian represent one of the payload exist in elementary school with aim to to inculcate ability of educative participant in communicating verbally and also article better.

Narasi represent an reading narrating a event path, passing a composition of narasi made by is student as according to event which have been experienced of by student earn is also functioned to inculcate, and knowing assess Five Principles in a composition of narasi which have been written by student.

II. METHOD

This Research uses an approach qualitative. In this research of the researcher of explaining the result of research by using language and words by details as according to object to check to give a picture presentation of data. type of research this is descriptive qualitative, because this research aim to Five Principles values describes (assess the infinite, human, association, nationality, and justice) which is up at result of composition of naration class student 4 objectively in the form of words in SDN Pandanwangi 3 Kota Malang.

This research take class subjek 4, with amount 35 student. Data which is researcher take away from this research namely composition of narasi of class student 4 SDN Pandanwangi 3 Unlucky Town. Technique data collecting which is used in this research that is: (1) interview, done/conducted with class teacher 4 SDN Pandanwangi 3 Kota Malang, (2) sheet compose, to be used as by place compose composition of naration, and (3) documentation, comprising photo activity of student make a composition of narasi, and result compose composition of narasi student.

Data which have been gathered in the form of result of composition article of narasi class student 4 in SDN Pandanwangi 3 Kota Malang will be analysed by using descriptive method namely explain a\[n problems or an situation as things have panned out. This clarification later will dipaparkan pass/through words having the character of is narrative. Data analysis in this research Pass/through three phase, that is: (1) data discount, reducing data mean to embrace, choosing fundamental things, focussed at the essentials, searched by theme and his/its pattern (Sugiyono, 2008:247). Activity at this phase cover seeking and perception to element aspect of ekstrinisik which related to five Five Principles values which there are in result of composition of narasi student in class 4 in SDN Pandanwangi 3 Kota Malang, (2) presentation of data, phase presentation of researcher data will do/conduct the following matter: (a) identify, to be\[done/conducted by reading result of composition article of narasi student, and identify article which related to element aspect of ekstrinisik about five Five Principles value, (b) codification, gift/ giving of code to aspect assess Five Principles which is found in composition of...
narasi student which is its target to facilitate researcher in analysing, and (c) with withdrawal of conclusion, researcher conclude from result. Codification assess used as by Five Principles is guidance in analysing Five Principles value in composition of narasi the following student (Table 1, Table 2, Table 3). After categorized by amount and presentase appariation of value of principles researcher present data in a statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Codification Value of Principles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Category Assess Five Principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Value Believing in god</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Human Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Value Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Value Nationality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Value Justice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Category of Presentase Diversit of Five Principles Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>60% - 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40% - 59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20% - 39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0 - 19 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Category of is Amount of Apparition of Five Principles value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>60 times – 100 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40 times – 59 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20 times– 59 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0 – 19 times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

Research having taken steps to result of composition of narasi at 35 researcher student find most of all Five Principles value included in composition of narasi student. Assess the infinite found in 33 result of composition of narasi student, human value found in 32 result of composition of narasi student, assess association found in 33 result of composition of narasi student, assess nationality found in 13 result of composition of narasi student, and justice value found in 16 result of composition of narasi student. Value the infinite with confidence indicator of is existence of God, found by 31 sentence in composition of narasi student. Assess the infinite with fear indicator at God, found by 31 sentence in composition of narasi student. Assess the infinite with tolerance indicator between people believe in, to be found by 7 sentence in composition of narasi student. Assess the infinite with freedom indicator embrace and run religion, found by 6 sentence in composition of narasi student. Human value with indicator is loving each other fellow being, found by 31 sentence in composition of narasi student. Human value with indicator develop tolerance attitude, found by 4 sentence in composition of narasi student. Human value with indicator respect and esteem nation, faction, or state, found by 1 sentence in composition of narasi student.

Association value with indicator love fatherland, found by 3 sentence in composition of narasi student. Assess association with indicator move forward association which is Single Bhinneka ber of Ika, found by 15 sentence in composition of narasi student. Assess association with indicator volunteer hold the bag for the sake of with, found 28 sentence in composition of narasi student. Assess association with indicator respect unity and association, found by 10 sentence in composition of narasi student.

Nationality value with deliberation indicator to reach general consensus in a condition of by feeling familiarity, found by 13 sentence in composition of narasi student. Assess nationality with indicator major deliberation in taking decision for the sake of with, found 13 sentence in composition of narasi student. Justice value with indicator behave fairly, found by 2 sentence in composition of narasi student. Assess justice with indicator balance among/between rights and obligations, found by 6 sentence in composition of narasi student. Assess justice with familiarity attitude indicator and mutual assistance, found by 8 sentence in composition of narasi student.

Pursuant to data presentation above, there are some Five Principles value which do not emerge in composition of narasi student. Some Five Principles value, that is: (1) human value, with indicator dare to advocate truth (KM 4); (2) nationality value, with indicator do not force others will desire (KR 2) and sovereignty reside in on-hand people (KR 3); and (3) justice value, with indicator always scrump and is not extravagant (KL 4). There are 5
value which there are in Five Principles value, that is: (1) the infinite value, (2) human value, (3) association value, (4) nationality value, and (5) association value (Wahidin, 2016). Pursuant to data presentation and research finding result, hence can be compiled by solution of the following research.

1. Value Believing in God

Value the infinite found in 34 composition article of narasi student. Assess the infinite with confidence indicator of existence of God found in 33 sentence found on 31 result of composition of narasi student. Assess the infinite with fear indicator at God found in 33 sentence found on 31 result of composition of narasi student. Assess the infinite with tolerance indicator between people believe in to be found in 7 sentence found on 7 result of composition of narasi student. Assess the infinite with freedom indicator embrace and run religion found in 6 sentence found on 6 result of composition of narasi student.

As a whole at the infinite value found by counted 34 composition of narasi student which in it emerge 79 sentence which enter in plenty of category with percentage 34% expressing last for meaning related to the infinite value. Following solution of analysis assess the infinite. Composition article of narasi student with code of A1, A2, A3, A4, A6, A7, A8, A9, A10, B1, B2, B4, B6, B7, B8, B9, B10, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, and D6 there are the infinite value, because at sentences with the student code write down word pray, studying to have, religious service, and tolerance between people believe in the.

The word show or meaningful that all activity which is mentioned in composition of narasi the student relate to the existence of God and things which is flange at religion activity as according to first principle of Five Principles. This matter as according to content of is meaning of the infinite value namely confession and confidence of nation to existence of God as creator of universe, and also confession of freedom will to embrace religion, respecting independence believe in, there no not applicable constraint and also diskriminatif between people believe in, and also assess the infinite relate at confidence to God and life by running His comand without bothering other religion business (Meinarno, 2016).

Pursuant to solution above, result of composition of narasi student concerning the infinite value with indicator: (1) confidence of is existence of God, (2) fear at God, (3) tolerance between people believe in, and (4) freedom embrace and run religion, have emerged in composition of narasi student. This matter is influenced by student routinely have done/conducted activity related to is fourth of indicator. The activity besides routine done/conducted by in possibility school is also done/conducted at home, and also in society, taking example, helping or assisting who is difficulty and require help, respecting and tolerance between people believe in the.

Pursuant to solution above, result of composition of narasi student concerning human value with indicator: (1) is loving each other fellow being, (2) developing tolerance attitude, and (3) respecting and esteeming nation, faction, or state, have emerged in composition of narasi student. This matter is influenced by student routinely have done/conducted activity related to third indicator. The activity besides routine done/conducted by in possibility school is also done/conducted at home, and also in society, taking example, helping or assisting who is difficulty and require help, respecting and tolerance between people believe in the.

But, there is human value which not yet emerged in composition of narasi student, that is human value with indicator dare to advocate truth. This matter because of some possibility, that is lack of student knowledge concerning action dare to advocate truth, or lack of done/conducted by activity is student directly regarding/ hit dare to advocate truth.

3. Value Association

Association value found in 33 composition article of narasi student. Assess association with indicator love fatherland found in 3 sentence found on 3 result of composition of narasi student. Assess association with indicator move forward association which is Single Bhinneka of Ika found in 16 sentence found on 15 result of composition of narasi student. Assess association with
indicator volunteer hold the bag for the sake of with found in 34 sentence found on 29 result of composition of narasi student. Assess association with indicator respect unity and association found in 13 sentence found on 10 result of composition of narasi student.

As a whole at association value found by counted 33 composition of narasi student which in it emerge 66 sentence which enter in plenty of category with percentage 29% expressing last for meaning related to association value. Following solution of analysis assess association. Composition article of narasi student with code of A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, A10, B2, B3, B4, B6, B7, B8, B9, B10, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, D1, D3, D4, D5, and D6 there are association value, because at sentences with the student code write down word play together without selecting friend, borrowing friend requiring and foundation life with friend with various difference. The word show or meaningful that all activity which is mentioned in composition of narasi the student relate to the effort up at coalescing as forming of to feel nationalism in Indonesia, and as form acknowledge variety or difference in Indonesia state, this matter as according to third principle of Five Principles.

This matter as according to content of five meaning of national association value of meaning of five effort up at coalescing in circularity of people to construct to feel nationalism in Unity State Republic Of Indonesia, at the same time confess and esteem fully to variety had by Indonesian nation (Margono, 2002).

Pursuant to solution above, result of composition of narasi student concerning association value with indicator: (1) fatherland love, (2) moving forward association which is Bhinneka Tunggal Ika, (3) volunteer hold the bag for the sake of with, and (4) respect unity and association, have emerged in composition of narasi student. This matter is influenced by student routinely have done/conducted activity related to is fourth of indicator. The activity besides routine done/conducted by in possibility school is also done/conducted at home, and also in society, taking example, flag ceremony which is routine to be executed in school every day Monday, because passing this flag ceremony represent one of the form of fatherland love able to also strengthen unity and association. Besides in everyday life of student can pal up with who so ever without having to differentiate husk colour, physique, tribe, race, and also religion, the mentioned as form of is existence of attitude associate with friend's as according to our state password namely Bhinneka Tunggal Ika owning meaning different each other but remain to one also. Existence of feeling empathy to help or assist fellow being without differentiating. Hence from that from result of composition of narasi student which have been written, can be bring out is fourth of indicator of association value.

4. Value Nationality

Nationality value found in 13 composition article of narasi student. Assess nationality with deliberation indicator to reach general consensus in a condition of by feeling familiarity found in 13 sentence found on 13 result of composition of narasi student. Assess nationality with indicator major deliberation in taking decision for the sake of with found in 13 sentence found on 13 student article.

As a whole at nationality value found by counted 13 composition of narasi student which in it emerge 26 sentence which enter in category enough with percentage 11% expressing very less for meaning related to nationality value. Following solution of analysis assess nationality. Composition article of narasi student with code of A1, A4, A5, A7, A8, A9, B9, C1, C2, C6, C7, C9, and D6 there are nationality value, because at sentences with the student code write down word have deliberation.

The word show or meaningful that democracy in everyday life is also needed is even majored for the sake of with, this matter as according to fourth principle of Five Principles.

This matter as according to content of five meaning of nationality value namely represent value which jell to Indonesia embracing democracy culture, and constitute citizen to be able to comprehend taken by decision is leader (which initially selected collectively/together also) for prosperity together (Meinarno, 2016).

Pursuant to solution above, result of composition of narasi student concerning Nationality value with indicator: (1) deliberation to reach general consensus in a condition of by feeling familiarity, and (2) majoring deliberation in taking decision for the sake of with, have emerged in composition of narasi student. This matter is influenced by student routinely have done/conducted activity related to both indicator. The activity besides routine done/conducted by in possibility school is also done/conducted at home, and also in society, taking example, doing/conducting deliberation before hand before determining something, for example deliberation determination of monitor, deliberation for the election of RW, and others. Through deliberation later will be got by a general consensus representing result of agreement from entire/all deliberation member, so that in determining something remain to take care of to feel familiarity well and guarantee reconciliation. Hence from that from result of composition of narasi student which have been written, can be peeped out both indicator of nationality value.

But, there is nationality value which not yet emerged in composition of narasi student, that is nationality value with indicator do not force others will; desire and sovereignty reside in on-hand people, do not be found in result of composition of narasi student. This matter because of some possibility, that is lack of student knowledge regarding/ hit do not force others will; desire and sovereignty reside in on-hand people, or lack of done/conducted by activity is student directly regarding/ hit do not force others will; desire and sovereignty reside in on-hand people.

5. Value Justice

Justice value found in 15 composition article of narasi student. Assess justice with indicator behave fair found in 2 sentence found on 2 result of composition of narasi student. Assess justice with indicator balance among/between rights and obligations found in 6 sentence found on 6 result of composition of narasi student. Assess justice with familiarity attitude indicator and mutual assistance found in 8 sentence found on 8 result of composition of narasi student.
As a whole at justice value found by counted 15 composition of narasi student which in it emerge 16 sentence which enter in category a few/little with percentage 7% expressing very less for meaning related to the infinite value. Following solution of analysis assess justice. Composition article of narasi student with code of A1, A2, A4, A5, A6, A8, B2, B4, B7, C3, C7, D1, D3, D4, and D5 there are justice value, because at sentences with the student code write down fair word, mutual assistance and cooperation. The word show or meaningful that all activity which is mentioned in composition of narasi the student relate to the effort human being having readiness and willingness to fulfill its obligation, and behave fair as according to tempatmya, this matter as according to fifth principle of Five Principles.

This matter as according to content oljfs meaning of justice value that is reaching of Prosperous and Fair Indonesia society by lahiriah and or spirituality. Assess justice is something that it is true expected by in society, and hand in glove justice value of its bearing with how feeling is fair of do not for him/her self, but for the society of individual place reside in (Meinarno, 2016).

Pursuant to solution above, result of composition of narasi student concerning justice value with indicator: (1) behaving is fair, (2) balancing among/between rights and obligations, and ( 3) familiarity attitude and mutual assistance, have emerged in composition of narasi student. This matter is influenced by student routinely have done/conducted activity related to third indicator. The activity besides routine done/conducted by in possibility school is also done/conducted at home, and also in society, taking example, do together with citizen, routine piken in class, mess together; with, overtake and responsibility as student, and behave fairly.

But, there is justice value which not yet emerged in composition of narasi student, that is justice value with indicator always scrimp and is not extravagant, do not be found in result of composition of narasi student. This matter because of some possibility, that is lack of student knowledge concerning action always scrimp and is not extravagant, or lack of done/conducted by activity is student directly regarding/hit always scrimp and is not extravagant.

IV. CONCLUSION

Pursuant to result of analysis and research can be concluded that at composition of narasi class student 4 SDN Pandanwangi 3 Kota Malang found by entire/all Five Principles value, that is: (1) the infinite, (2) is human, (3) association, (4) nationality, and (5) justice. Entire/All finding assess Five Principles which there are in composition of narasi the student counted 233 sentence which there are in 35 result of composition of narasi student.

Analysis assess Five Principles at composition of narasi student can be formulated as follows. Analysis assess the infinite there are 79 sentence expressing plenty of, with percentage 34% showing category enough. Analyse human value there are 46 sentence expressing many, with percentage 20% showing category enough. Analyse association value there are 66 sentence expressing plenty of, with percentage 29% showing category enough. Analyse nationality value there are 26 sentence expressing enough, with percentage 11% showing category very less. Analysis assess justice there are 16 sentence expressing a few/little, with percentage 7% showing category very less.
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